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Group and a member of The Leading
Hotels of the World, The Setai, Miami Beach
(www.thesetaihotel.com) combines the
Asian traditions of simplicity and elegance
with the Art Deco history of South Beach to
create an intimate, private world.
The Setai comprises two buildings –
the Art Deco Building and The Tower –
which are different yet built on the same
foundations of superlative service and exceptional design. The impeccable details of
each guest room are exemplified by authentic jade pieces that were discovered in the
antique markets of China and exclusively
commissioned art displayed to perfection
on teak walls.
Visitors looking to delight their palates
can enjoy The Setai Grill, where a taste of

The Setai,
Miami Beach
France and a tribute to classic American butchery elegantly harmonize for an original dining experience,
or The Restaurant, an authentic Asian-inspired culinary
journey. Both outlets offer innovative food, exceptional
wine, and unsurpassed service. For a more relaxed
setting, guests may dine alfresco with a view of the
Atlantic ocean at The Pool & Beach Bar.
The Spa at The Setai transports the traditions of the
Pacific Rim to South Beach. Treatments open the door
to a world dedicated to the restoration and realignment of the body and the spirit. The exclusive, specially

designed private spa suites celebrate the
personalization of guest treatments with
ocean and pool views, a private bath, and
a steam room.
For those seeking event or meeting
space, The Setai is an ideal spot for hosting
discerning guests. Featuring complimentary
Wi-Fi Internet access, telephone conferencing capabilities, and VGA ports to stream
presentations live, their unique venue spaces
help to orchestrate masterful and private
meetings.
The Setai also provides extravagant
spaces for social gatherings with its three
one-of-a-kind Tower Specialty suites offering from 1,500 to more than 3,500 square
feet and balconies with expansive views
of the Atlantic Ocean, Biscayne Bay, and
Miami’s sparkling downtown skyline.
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Clockwise from the upper left: The Courtyard; the pools; The Restaurant; Two-bedroom, Ocean-view Suite in The Tower; Living area in the Loft Suite in The Tower; Art Deco Guest Lobby;
The Setai Grill
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